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Abstract
We have proposed a new boundary control scheme (SHC boundary),
which could allow simultaneous achievement of the H-mode type confinement
improvement and radiative cooling with wide heat flux distribution. In our
proposed configuration, a low m island layer sharply separates a plasma
confining region from an open "ergodic" boundary. The degree of openness
in the ergodic boundary must be high enough to make the plasma pressure
constant along the field line, which in turn separates low density plasma just
outside the plasma confining region (the key external condition for achieving
a good H-mode discharge) from very high density, cold radiative plasma near
the wall (required for effective edge radiative cooling). Examples of such
proposed SHC boundaries for Heliotron typed devices and tokamaks are
presented.
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1. Introduction
The major issue in the ITER design study is how to handle high heat flux (
~ 400MW a power) reliably, while maintaining a high quality core plasma,
i.e., a good H-mode and nearly pure plasma [1]. Despite intensive efforts, no
convincing scenario has emerged so far. For reduction of the heat flux on the
divertor plate (the present ITER design goal: 5 MWnr 2 [1]), the heat flux
must be converted into the impurity radiative power to distribute the heat
flux over a surface area as large as ~ 1/5 of the total plasma surface. But this
is generally contradictory to achievement of a high quality plasma, especially
an H-mode plasma [2] (a confined plasma with enhanced energy confinement).
In the late 70s , the expanded boundary concept [3] was proposed, in
which a large volume of the radiative cooling region allows effective edge
cooling. The key ingredients of the concept are : (i) a large cooling volume of
the special edge magnetic configuration, (ii) constant pressure in the "open"
boundary, (Hi) impurity retention within the boundary by the plasma flow.
They all enhance edge impurity radiative cooling. But no consideration on
the H-mode was made since the energy confinement was believed to be good.
Two edge magnetic configurations were proposed as expanded boundaries, a
poloidal divertor with a large expansion of the divertor channel (Fig. 1(a)) [3]
and an ergodic boundary with a large radiative boundary volume (the ergodic
boundary or limiter was originally proposed to enhance the particle
convection just in front of the wall and hence lower the edge temperature
there [4]). The former configuration, called the expanded boundary poloidal
divertor, were tested in the Doubletlll device [5,6]. Expansion of the divertor
channel, however, was modest, as depicted in Fig. 1(b) [6], compared with the
originally proposed one (Fig. 1(a)). Yet the experiment demonstrated (i) the
existence of the cold, high density divertor plasma near the divertor plate due
to the constant pressure effect [5], (ii) very effective argon retention within
the divertor channel under certain conditions [6]. Soon after the discovery of
the H-mode in ASDEX with a closed poloidal divertor [2], "H-mode" was also
achieved in Doublet III with the expanded boundary divertor [7]. Unlike
ASDEX H-mode discharges, T E is a factor of two higher than that of the
comparable limiter discharge even without the L-H transition. But the
absolute value of r E is not as high as that of ASDEX H-mode discharge with
the same plasma current. It is believed to be due to difference in recycling
control capability between "open" and "closed" divertors. With higher beam
power, however, the transition did appear with slight additional enhancement
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of TE. It was found that the divertor plasma plugging (i.e., divertor plasma
prevents the neutrals recycled at the divertor plate from penetrating into the
edge of the main plasma by ionizing them.) is the key in achieving an H-mode
in open divertors such as the expanded boundary poloidal divertor. In DIIID (the upgrade device of Doublet III), H-mode discharges with a clear
transition were achieved [8] with divertor configuration, which is no longer
expanded boundary divertor- Larger size of Dffl-D, however, makes the
plasma plugging very effective even with small size of the divertor channel
relative to the main plasma size. It has also demonstrated simultaneous
achievement of H-mode and radiative cooling [9], the key divertor operational
scenario of ITER. Separation of the low density SOL plasma just outside the
last closed flux surface (LCFS) from the high density cold radiative plasma in
the divertor channel appears to be essential for this, otherwise incompatible.
Yet its straightforward extrapolation to ITER is very unlikely because of
significantly higher heat flux in ITER. The expanded boundary approach,
which was proposed as an edge radiative cooling scheme for reactor grade
devices, revisit with an H-mode consideration. The configuration with large
expansion of the divertor channel, shown in Fig. 1(a) will be more effective in
diverting the heat flux over a large surface area. Expansion of the divertor
channel, however, requires many poloidal coils located inside the toroidal coil
cage, which may not be attractive from the reactor engineering point of view.
An ergodic boundary, an alternative expanded boundary will be more
acceptable to the reactor engineering because of much lower required coil
currents and thus simpler coils. In this paper, we propose a new kind of
"ergodic" boundary (SHC boundary), which could allow simultaneous
achievement of a good H-mode and radiative cooling with wide heat flux
distribution.
2. Conditions for constant pressure in the open region.
Constant pressure along the field line derived from the parallel plasma
momentum balance is the key mechanism to separate two regions, low density
plasma region and high density cold plasma region even though they are
connected each other through the field lines. We examine whether the
constant pressure holds in the open surface region since it is one of the
critical physics mechanisms in the proposed SHC boundary.
First we attempt to find a condition for the constant pressure in the
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poloidal divertor channel even though it has been validated by the
experimental observations. When the temperature is below ~ 5 eV near the
divertor plate, the hydrogen atomic processes play important roles in the
energy and momentum balances, lowering the plasma pressure near the
plates. It has been argued that reduction of the pressure is the key condition
for decrease in the heat flux to the divertor plate to an acceptable level,
otherwise too much recombination power to the plates [1]. In a divertor
channel region which is several ionization mean free path away from the
divertor plate, however, the constant pressure must hold to maintain high
density for enhancement of the radiative loss and hence cooling of the
dvvertor plasma down to 5 ~ 10 eV. Here wc consider an effect of ExB drift
on the constant pressure in such a divertor region. A simple dimensional
analysis is given here, using a very simplified vuvertor geometry, as shown in
Fig.2(a) where x is the radial coordinate with the separatrix located at x = 0
and y is the coordinate along the poloidal direction. In the SOL, the electric
potential (cp) along the field line is determined by the electron parallel
momentum equation (i.e.,the electric field term is balanced by the the thermal
force term) and is approximately given by (p(y) = ctT(y) (where a is 0.71)
and the potential at different radii (x) are then determined by the fact that the
field lines are connected to the divertor plates with electrically grounded
(i.e.,<p = 0). We also assume that the potential difference near the plate is
small since the electron temperature there is low. The particle fluxes along
the x and y directions (Fx,r y ) are given by Tx = - nEy / B , Ty = 9nun +
nEx / B, respectively (where 9 = Bp (poloidal field) / B). Since div T~ 0 in
the region of our interest, the parallel plasma flow (UII) is the order of ~ - aT
/ eAT OB ~ -a(Pi / 6AT)vthi where pj is the ion Larmor radius, vthi is the ion
thermal velocity and AT-! is l(3T/9x)/TI. Then the viscous force associated
with the induced parallel flow changes the parallel momentum balance,
described as follow .
- 2VII(nT) + V i ( D * V i ( M n u n ) ) = 0

(1)

where D* is the viscosity . Assuming that V ± (D* V i (Mnun)) = MD*nun /
Ay2, the constant pressure assumption is valid if
LVn(nT)/nT « a(Pi / 0AT) {(LD* / v t h i ) l / 2 / Av } 2 « 1
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(2)

For the present typical poloidal divertor experiment (PJ ~ 1 mm, 9 ~ 0 . 1 ,
A T ~ 10 mm, thus (Pj / 9AT) ~ 1), the constant pressure assumption has been
validated by the observations, indicating that (LD* / v ^ ) 1 / 2 / A, < 1. For
different configurations with much lower equivalent 6, such as the island
divertor (illustrated in Fig.2(b)), 9 is as small as ~ 8xl0~ 3 instead of 0.1 and
thus the condition may not be satisfied. If AT scales as 0"1/2, 0AT may scale as
QAp a 6 1/2 . For the case of 9 = 8 x 10"3, the constant pressure condition is
satisfied when (LD* / v^w ) / Av < 0.5. This argument is very crude,
requiring a detailed theoretical study or experimental study for more
definitive discussion.
Next we examine the constant pressure assumption in the ergodic
boundary, which has not been demonstrated experimentally. The first ergodic
boundary experiment was done in TEXT Ohmic discharges [10]. It
demonstrated that the edge temperature can be reduced without affecting the
core plasma. Recent ergodic boundary experiment in the larger device, Tore
Supra [11] shows that the edge radiative cooling can be achievable at
relatively low average core density even with auxiliary heating power.
However, these experiments have not generated an inversion of the density
profile in the ergodic boundary, which the observed normal temperature
gradient there expected to accompany through the effect of the constant
pressure in the ergodic boundary. This may be due to high anomalous
diffusion and viscosity [12] or ion-neutral collision, as discussed below.
In the ergodic boundary, the temperature profile is determined mainly by
the electron parallel thermal conductivity and the power dissipation. For
simplicity, we assume the temperature profile as illustrated in Fig.3(a). The
radial particle flux (r r (r)) in a steady state is determined by div T = S
(particle source) and is high near the wall and becomes low beyond the
ionization zone. The TT consists of the anomalous diffusion (- D Vin) and
the parallel flow (nUu),
T r (r) = - D V i n + <5b / B>nUn
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(3)

where < 5 b / B> is the average angle of the field line toward the radial
direction. This parallel flow may cause parallel momentum loss due to the
anomalous viscosity and the ion -neutral collision, described as
-V11P - MnD*Vx2Uii -MnvUn = 0

(4)

where M is the mass of the bulk ion and D* and v are the viscosity and the
ion-neutral collision frequency, respectively. Replacing V±2 and Vn by A"2
and < 6 b / B> V 1 respectively, Eq.(4) becomes
nUii = - < 8 b / B > V j . P / M(D*A"2+v)

(5)

Eliminating nlln from Eqs.(3) and (5), we obtain
- V ± P / P = (r r +DVn)M(D*A- 2 +v) / 2nT<8b/B> 2

(6)

Here P = 2nT is assumed. Eq.(6) is rewritten as
V u i / n = [ - V i T / T - T | r r / n D ] / (l+rj)

(7)

where T| = D(D*A~2+v) / v thi 2 <5b / B>2 . The density scale length ( VJJI /
n)"1 is plotted as a function of t) in the Fig.3(b). When T| « 1, V±n / n = V±T /T , i.e., the constant pressure assumption is valid. For the opposite
extreme case ( TJ » 1 ), the conventional reIationr r = -D VJJI is recovered.
For the TEXT parameters [10] (<8b / B> = 1 xlO" 3 , A ~ 2 cm, vthi ~
3 x l 0 4 m/s ), the constant pressure assumption (r| < 0.5) is valid only when
(DD*)1/2 is less than 0.4 m 2 /s. Furthermore, even with low D, e.g. D = 0.1
m 2 /s, the neutral density must be below 3 x l 0 n cm-3. The edge transport
coefficient (DD*)1/2 in the small tokamaks is probably higher than this value
and thus it appears to be more reasonable not to observe an inversion of the
density profile in TEXT. For larger devices with higher magnetic field
(larger A , and higher vthi, smaller (DD*)1/2), the requirement on <Sb / B>
is relaxed substantially.
-6-

3. Concept of SHC Boundary
In our proposed configuration, the plasma confining Tegion with perfect
magnetic flux surfaces is sharply separated by an open ergodic region.
Examples of such configurations for Heliotron type helical devices and
circular tokamaks are presented in Sec.4 and 5, respectively. The degree of
openness must be high enough to make the plasma pressure constant along the
field line in the open region. And thus a drop of the temperature accompanies
an increase in density toward the wall, thereby allowing separation between
low density plasma just outside the LCFS and high density divertor plasma
near the divertor plate or wall. High density plasma in the boundary with a
large volume enhances the radiative cooling power with wider heat flux
distribution and localizes the particle recycling within the outer boundary.
Whether the proposed concept work depends on the true H-mode
condition. Experimentally, low recycling is favorable for H-mode formation
itself and the H-mode quality. High recycling, if localized in the divertor
region is still acceptable, as shown in DIKD experiment [9]. These facts
suggests that low density at the SOL surrounding the main plasma region or
possibly small density scale length ( Ln = (l/n)(dn/dr)) just inside the LCFS
is the key H-mode condition, which can be imposed externally. Appearance of
the H-mode thermal barrier only at the very edge of the closed surface is also
consistent with the above argument since Ln can be small only there.
The importance of small Ln is also supported by a popular model for the
H mode, based on the shear of the radial electric field [13]. In the Dili helium
H-mode discharges, the Er (negative during H-phase) is mainly from the VP
term in the radial momentum balance of ions and the bulk ions rotate in the
ion diamagnetic direction, contributing to reduce lErl [14]. Thus dEr/dr is
given as ~ -(1 / eBn2)(dn/dr)(dP/dr) where d2P/dr2 are assumed to be small.
Small Ln makes dEr/dr high and hence possibly suppresses the plasma
turbulence responsible for the L-mode edge transport.
In the conventional ergodic boundary, imposed by high m external
resonant fields [10,11], Eq.(7) predicts constant pressure in the outer region
of the boundary where <8b / B> is high enough. But in the inner ergodic
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boundary region near the LCFS, Smaller <8b / B> still causes high electron
thermal diffusivity, thus preventing appearance of the H-mode thermal
barrier, but the pressure may not be constant, resulting in the normal density
gradient and hence higher density at LCFS. This is unfavorable for
generation of a good H-mode. When a single low m island layer is imposed in
this region by the external resonant helical coils, it shortcircuits the inner
ergodic boundary and thus connect the LCFS to the outer ergodic boundary
with constant pressure, as illustrated in Fig.4. It is important to note that with
low m resonant field, the satellite islands with poloidal mode number of m ± 1
appearing in the closed region due to the toroidal coupling, can be cancelled
easily by the additional correction coils (this is not true for the high m case).
4. SHC boundary for the Large Helical Device (LHD)
The National Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS) Is constructing a large,
heliotron type device (1=2, m=10, R = 3.9 m, <a> = 0.6 m, B = 4 T )
[15,16], called the Large Helical Device (LHD), aimed at demonstrating the
attractiveness of the helical device at more reactor relevant plasma
parameters. Its detailed design specifications are given elsewhere [16]. It is
equipped with a natural helical divertor configuration [17], which is the key
element of the device, particularly for achieving high quality helical plasmas.
Unlike tokamak poloidal divertor configuration, the open edge region has a
complicated three dimensional structure, as described below and its thickness
with strong poloidal variation increases as the plasma moves outwards or the
plasma p value increases. It has n=10 toroidal symmetry and generates
natural island layers with toroidal mode number of 10 in the edge region.
The radial locations and widths of the natural islands on the inner midplane at
<j) = 0° for the standard case with R^^tlie position of the plasma axis)= 3.75
m (the center of the two helical coils is located at R = 3.90 m) and the case
with Raxis = 3.85 m are shown in Fig.4(a),(b), where the connection lengths
(the field line lengths between the starting point and the divertor plate) are
plotted as a function of the starting location on the inner midplane. With
increasing radius, island layers with poloidal mode number of 11, 10, 9, 8, 7,
appear successively with increasing island width. The island layers with
lower m overlap, generating stochastic field region. Beyond this stochastic
region, there is an "edge surface layer" [17] peculiar to the Heliotron type
helical divertor configuration. For outward shifted or high P discharges, the
-8-

natural boundary layer is quite thick and the definition of the LCFS becomes
very vague. When the resonant field is imposed to generate a m/n=l/l island,
the complicated boundary becomes much simpler. The isolated island layers
and a part of a stochastic region are buried within the imposed n/m=l/l
island, as shown in Fig.4(c) (Fig.4(d)) where the O-point (X-point) of the
n/m=l/l island is on the inner midplane (at R ~ 3.38 m and Z=0). Fig.4(e)
shows a Poincare plot of the field line on the poloidal plane where the Xpoint of the island is located on the inner midplane. With the n/m=l/l island,
the LCFS can also be clearly defined within ~ 2 mm and the connection length
just outside of the LCFS is ~ 200 m (~ 8x 2n R ), an ideal SHC boundary
configuration. In addition, an n/m =1/1 island may be beneficial for the vs.
enhancement for some unknown reasons since " H-mode" so far has been
achieved only when i at the LCFS is very close to 1.0 or 0.5 (the major
rational surfaces) in stellarator devices, W7AS [18] and CHS [19] (two quite
different devices in terms of magnetic confining geometry). Thus the LHD
configuration with n/m=l/l island will probably achieve an H-mode and
radiative cooling simultaneously.
5. SHC boundary for tokamaks
For tokamaks, which have i-profiles quite different from that of LHD, an
island layer with n/m=l/4 may be a good choice for a separator between the
closed surface and the open regions. We use three sets of coil to generate a
tokamak SHC boundary. The main coil set (referred to as the m=5 coil set)
generates an n/m=l/5 primary island layer as well as a satellite n/m=l/4
island layer. Thus overlapping of m=4 and m=5 island layers creates an
ergodic boundary. Island layers with n/m=l/3 and 1/2 are also generated by
the m=5 coil set, even though they are small. Other two sets of coils (m=3
and m=2 correction coil set) are fine tuning coil sets which reduce the size of
m=3 and m=2 islands to an acceptable level, respectively.
To substantiate the above arguments, we analytically demonstrate that a
SHC configuration can be created in a circular tokamak by the above
mentioned three coil sets. First we assume that the toroidal effects are weak in
our approximation, i.e., e = a / R « 1 and retain the terms with order 6.
When a resonant helical field with mode number m and n is imposed to a
circular tokamak equilibrium, the radial motion of the the field line is
described by
-9-

dr/d<|> = ( Ro /

B<)JO )

b(r) cos [ ma -n<|> ] [ 1 + ( 2 r / Ro) cosa ]

(8)

where b(r) cos [ ma -n(j> ] is the radial component of the resonant field, Ro is
the major radius of the center of the flux surface, which resonates with
helical fields and B<t>o is the toroidal field at the flux surface center. Here we
use a toroidal coordinate (r(radius),cc(the poloidal angle),(|)(the toroidal
angle)) with the major radius of the axis R = Ro. However, in this coordinate,
the field lines are not described as a linear function of a and (j). Then a new
poloidal angle ( 6 = a - (r/Ro) D since ) is introduced in such a way that the
field lines are described by the linear relation 9 = 0 / q. Here D is
approximately equal to 1 + pp + li / 2 for the edge region and q, Pp, li are the
q-value, the poloidal beta and the internal inductance, respectively. Even with
a perturbation field, the relation 9 = <j) / q of the field line is still valid in our
approximation because the perturbed poloidal field of our interest is ~ 1 % of
the equilibrium poloidal field. The radial motion of the the field line is
described by
dr/d(j> =
b(r)Ro/B<i>o {
c o s ( m 9 -n<}))
+ ( r/Ro) [ ( m/2) ( 1 + pp + li/2 ) + 1 ] cos[(m+l)9 -n(|>]
+ ( r/Ro) [ - ( m/2) ( 1 + Pp + li/2 ) + 1 ] cos[(m -1)9 -n<j>] )

(9)

Here we use the following approximation : cos(0 + z sin9 ) ~ cos0 + (z/2)
cos (0+9) -(z/2) cos(0-9) when z « 1 . From Eq.(4) and the relation 9 = (j>
/ q, the half width of m/n island ( S^C111) )> generated by resonant helical
field, is estimated as
S1/2(m) = [(4Rob(r)/nB<t>oXq/q')]1/2

(10)

and the sizes of satellite islands with m+l,m-l are estimated similarly.
We consider continuous helical coils wound on the circular toroidal tube
surface(the major radius : Ro - d , the minor radius: ac ) with the pitch
modulation (£). Here d represents the shift between the center of the flux
surface and that of the coil tube. They generate the radial component of
magnetic field, approximately given as
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bp * b 0 (p / ac )( m - 1 ) cos [ m ( co + ^ sin©) - n (j)]

(11)

where a toroidal coordinate (p, co,<))) with the major radius of R = Ro -d is
used. The relations between two toroidal coordinates ( p, co,<j)) , ( r,a,(j>) are
given as
p eia) = r e i a

+ d = r e i a ( 1 + (d/r) e~ i a )

(12)

The radial field now can be rewritten using the ( r,cc,<{>) coordinate,
br

»

b 0 ( r / a c / m - 2 ) Re{ e^" 1 "-^) + m^/2 eiKm+1>a-n<M
+ ( m d / r - m^/2) eUdn-Da-n<j>] }

(13)

Here we retain md/r term as order of £, but drop d/r terms.
The sizes of the island, generated by a set of helical coil current (the
mode numbers m/n , the pitch modulation ^ and the shift (d) between the
centers of the flux surface and coil winding tube surface are given from
Eq(4) and (8),
5 1/2 (m+1) / 8 1/2 (m) « ( rm+i/rm) ( m l ) / 2 x
I m£/2 + ( r/Ro) [ ( m/2) ( 1 + pp + li/2 ) + 1 ] I 1 / 2
5 1/2 (m-l) / 5 1/2 (m)
« ( rm-i / rm )(m"1)/2 x
I md/r - m£/2 + ( r/Ro) [-(m/2) ( 1 + pp + li/2 ) +1 ] I1/2

(14)

where rm and rm± 1 are the radii of the q = m/n and (m ± l)/n rational
surfaces, respectively.
From these formula, an optimum pitch modulation (£) and shift (5) are
determined. With the m=5 coil set, the m=4 island is used to separate sharply
the closed region from the open surface region and the m=5 and 6 island
layers are overlapped, generating an ergodic boundary. If one want even
larger volume of the boundary, the m=7 island layer can be available. This
coil set does not generate a m=3 island layer in our approximation, but it
actually generates a small m=3 island and there must exist an optimum £ for
-11-

minimizing m=3 island size. For fine tuning coil (m=3,m=2) sets for
minimizing the size of unwanted m=3,2 islands, £, and 5 should be chosen to
minimize the size of the ( m i l ) satellite island from Eq (9). Thus we can
conclude that the above coil sets generate an ergodic (SHC) boundary in
circular tokamaks, suitable for simultaneous achievement of the H-mode and
radiative cooling.
6. Discussions
We have proposed a new ergodic boundary concept which could allow
simultaneous achievement of H-mode and radiative cooling. In the proposed
configuration, the plasma confining region is sharply separated from the open
boundary region with constant pressure. This allows relatively low density at
the last closed flux surface, while maintaining cold, high density plasma in the
outer open boundary region. Large volume of the boundary reduces the
required impurity relative concentration (nim/ne) for the radiative cooling
down to an acceptable level, e.g. the order of that in the core [20].
Furthermore it helps to distribute the heat flux over a large wall surface,
reducing the heat load significantly. As discussed in Sec.3, achievement of a
high quality H-mode discharge requires low density at the SOL surrounding
the core plasma, which is generally contradictory to the edge radiative
cooling. For ITER grade devices with average density ( 1 xlO 1 4 cm"3) , the
density at the SOL (nsoi) may be required to be ~ 3 x l 0 1 3 cm"3 for achieving
a good H-mode discharge and the electron temperature in the SOL(Tsoi) is
expected to be 200 ~ 300 eV for the expected fusion a power. Separation
between the low density plasma in the SOL and high density plasma in the
divertor channel near the divertor plate requires a drop of the temperature
along the field line under the constant pressure condition. The temperature
drop can exist if
Ae/L < 0.8 (m/M)1'2 y

(15)

where m and M are the electron and ion masses, respectively, y is the heat
transmission coefficient at the sheath and Ae is the electron mean free path (
this requirement is given in Ref.[5], but in a different parametric form). For
a case close to the ITER parameters ( nsoi = 3 x 10 13 cm 3 , Tsoi = 300 eV),
Ae is 30 m , thus requiring that L > 300 m. For an reactor grade LHD (<5b /
B> = 1 x 10~3, A ~ 0 . 2 r a . T ~ 100 eV), the connection length (L) is ~ 800 m,
satisfying the condition (15) easily. The constant pressure condition ( T| < 0.5
-12-

) is given in Sec.2 where T| = D(D*A 2+v) / v thi 2 <8b / B>2. The viscous
term is small and the collision term determines the parallel pressure gradient,
requiring that the neutral density (n0) is below 1 xlO 1 1 cm"3 for rj < 0.5 .
This condition is also easily satisfied in the boundary region inside of the
ionization zone.
For the tokamak configuration, described in Sec.5, we consider the case
where the m=4 and m=5 islands barely overlap rather than complete
overlapping. In this case, the minimum connection length is approximately
the distance which the field line circulate one of the island, approximately 4
m times toroidal circumference. Thus the condition! 15) is easily satisfied. A
tokamak SHC boundary, described in Sec.5 are somewhat closer to poloidal
divertors or island divertors, illustrated in Fig.2(b) rather than the SHC
boundary, described in Sec.3 (a fine ergodic boundary combined with a low
m island layer) i.e., the field line moves more or less orderly with effective 0
of ~ 8 xlO - 3 . In these configurations, the temperature will certainly drop
along the field line in the open boundary. The condition of the constant
pressure, however, may not be guaranteed, as described by Eq.(2),
motivating an experimental study. In the present large tokamak divertor with
the divertor connection length of ~ 100 m for high q operation ( 8 - 8 xlO"2),
there is no counter evidence against validity of the constant pressure
assumption. Accordingly, even for an ITER class SOL plasma of nsoi = 3
xlO 1 3 cm-3 and Tsoi = 300 eV, very high density near the wall probably be
maintained even in these configurations with effective 0 of ~ 8 xlO" 3 .
Recently the ITER team has proposed Dynamic Gas Divertor Operation
[1], in which the majority of radiation and ionzation take place in the middle
of the divertor channel, reducing the heat load to the divertor target plates.
Such a state is called "detached plasma". For the present large devices such as
JET and JT60U, divertor plasma is detached from the target plates, but highly
radiative area is located near the X-point within the separatrix. Thus this
appears to prevent formation of the H-mode discharge since it cool down the
temperature just within the separatrix. If the m/n=4/l, 5/1 island layers exist
just inside the separatrix of the poloidal divertor configuration, the LCFS
moves inwards, i.e., the separatrix of the m=4 island becomes the LCFS and
plasma with modest density and relatively high temperature at the new LCFS
may be separated from high density, cold radiative plasma in the very edge,
-13-

achieving H-mode and detached plasma simultaneously.
In summary, we have proposed a new boundary control scheme ( SHC
boundary), which could allow simultaneous achievement of the H-mode type
confinement improvement and edge radiative cooling with wide heat flux
distribution. In our proposed configuration, the plasma confining region is
sharply separated from an open ergodic boundary with constant pressure.
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Figure Captions
Fig.l

(a)Expanded boundary configuration proposed in [3]
(b)Expanded boundary poloidal divertor in Doublet HI
Fig.2
A simplified poloidal (a) and island (b) divertor geometries.
Fig.3
(a) Schematic profiles of the temperature (T(r)), the normalized
resonant field amplitude(<5b / B>) and the radial particle flux (T(r))
in the ergodic boundary
(b) The density scale length as a function of
T| = D(D*A"2+v) / v t h i 2 <8b/B> 2 where D : diffusivity,
D* : viscosity, A : the radial width of the ergodic structure,
v : the ion-neutral collision frequency, L T = IVT/TI
Fig.4
Expected density and temperature profiles in the SHC boundary
(a) Schematic geometry of the proposed SHC Boundary.
(b)The electron thermal diffusivity (%erg) induced by the ergodic
structure is plotted as a function of radius. The value of %erg is high
at the island because it flattens the profiles,
(c) Expected density and temperature profiles in the ergodic (SHC)
boundary.
Fig.5
An SHC boundary geometry of LHD
(a) the connection length is plot as a function of the position on the inner
midplane for the standard LHD configuration (Raxis=3.75 m)
(b) Raxis=3.85 m
(c) An SHC boundary geometry of LHD with n/m=l/l island at the edge.
The island O-point is close to the starting point on the inner midplane.
Raxis=3-85 m
(d) The same configuration as (c). The island X-point is close to the
starting point on the inner midplane
(e) the field line Poincare plot on the poloidal plane with the same
starting points as (d).
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